
Healing Invocation for Health Practitioner 

 

 In the name I AM THAT I AM, in the name of the Christ, I call to the legions of angels of divine 

healing and to Hilarion, the master of healing, to please walk hand in hand with me this day. I call for 

the wall of fire round about me and the violet flame as the fire in the midsti to seal my aura and my 

four lower bodies in the light and protection of God. 

 I call forth the golden armor of Kuan Yin: the helmet, breast plate, back plate, shield and buckler 

and her circle and sword of mercy’s flame. I ask for this armor of protection to be concealed with her 

cloak of invisibility, so that any weaknesses or vulnerable areas within my being and world are 

camouflaged from the prying eyes of the dark forces. Let not any point of vulnerability be used by the 

dark forces to derail or distract me from my mission and path. Beloved Elohim of Peace, place your 

great sun disc over my solar plexus. I call in the name of the Christ for my aura, chakras and being to 

be fortified in God control by God-mastery of the solar plexus. I call to Lanello for the mastery of the 

solar plexus as one of the greatest assistances I can ever have the key to my victory. Be still, and know 

that I AM God.ii (3x) 

 I call for the rivers of living water to flow from my belly, and I now see my solar plexus as a 

fountain of peace, power and plenty for the healing of all with whom I come into contact.iii I cast out 

the forces of doubt and fear, and I call for an ovoid of fire to seal me. 

 I call to the angels of healing to come to those whom I touch and work with this day. May the 

rainbow rays of God remove the cause and core of the conditions from which they suffer. I call for the 

X rays of God to x out any misuse of life and the life force in their body temples.  

 I contemplate now the love of God and the presence of all of the angels and masters of light. This 

calm and peaceful knowing of their presence does now dissolve all anxiety and fear, all self-doubt and 

the cause and core of disease. I ask for this peace commanding presence to be with those whom I am 

working with this day and to encompass all of the herbs and medications that I am preparing to charge 

it with the healing essence of light that is the exact ingredient for each one’s perfect healing as God’s 

will allows. Beloved Mother Mary and Archangel Raphael, place your healing thought-form over my 

heart, mind and solar plexus 24 hours a day and over all who seek healing. Beloved seraphim of God 

and violet flame angels, place your fiery presence around me 24 hours a day, and those with whom I 

am working and through all healing substances that I prepare, to dissolve all impurities, all that is less 

than the Christ light and to dissolve all traces of illness. 

 In the name of the Christ, I invoke the sealing of the mind with the emerald-teal ray. I invoke the 

dispensation from cosmic councils of the guardian action of the mind, and for the special legions of 

angels to come forth for the sealing of my mental body and mind in a forcefield of brilliant, emerald-

teal light. Let this light form a very fine line of energy around the chakras of the crown, third eye and 

head area, protecting and sealing my consciousness.  

 I claim the mantle of Lanello, and the sphere of light from his Causal Body that I can access any 

hour of the day or night. I call in the name of the Divine Mother for the resurrection flame and the 

resurrection spiral to pass through me 24 hours a day by the caduceus action, as above so below. I am 

sealed and comforted, close and warm in the white wool mantle of the saints. 

Let God’s holy will be done. (3x) 

Peace be still and know that I AM God. (3x) 

 


